Blue Snowball
USB
Microphone
Selected stores only. Orders can be taken Capture
studio-quality audio for vocals, music, multimedia
production and gaming with Snowball—the world’s most
popular family of USB microphones. The Snowball
feature industry-leading Blue condenser capsule
technology to deliver natural sound directly to your
desktop. And the simple USB connection and plug-andplay operation means you don’t need any extra gear—
just plug right in and start recording and streaming in
amazing quality. Key Features Record Studio-Quality
vocals, instruments, podcasts and more: Snowball USB
microphones bring the same Blue heritage that powers
the world's most elite studios and artists to your home
setup, so you can achieve studio-quality sound on your
desktop with ease. Snowball utilises a unique dual
capsule design to ensure rich, detailed sound for any
project. It doesn't get any eaiser: Want to get studioquality audio quickly and easily? Done. The Snowball
has excellent sound quality and easy operation make it
one of the industry-standard USB microphones for
podcasting and desktop recording. You can record and
stream stunningly detailed audio as soon as you rip
open the packaging and plug it into your Mac or PC.
From video games to VoIP: Snowball USB microphones
are perfect for streaming live audio in stunning quality.
Take your Twitch channel to the professional level with
pristine audio. Host VoIP and conference calls without
missing a single detail. Capture a variety of sources:
Snowball is the perfect microphone for computer
recording and streaming. It gives you the flexiblity and
versatility to capture all sorts of projects in stunning
sound quality. You get three pickup settings - cardioid,
omni, and cardioid with -10dB pad - to accommodate
any recording situation.
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Black
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Features
All Product Details

Brand

Blue

Product
Type

Desktop Microphones

Connections

USB

USB 1.1/2.0 or newer

Software and System Requirements

Operating System

windows 7, 8, 10 / Mac OSX
10.4.11 or higher

Dimensions

Product
Weight

460g

Warranty

Manufacturers

24 Months
www.harveynorman.co.nz

